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“Soha lingvistikasi: tilshunoslik va tibbiyot integratsiyasining muammolari, 
yechimlari hamda istiqbollari” mavzusidagi xalqaro ilmiy-amaliy konferensiya 
materiallari.–Buxoro: Tadqiqot.uz,  2021. 
 

Buxoro davlat universiteti O`zbekiston Respublikasi oliy va o`rta maxsus 
ta’lim vazirligi, O`zbekiston Respublikasi innovatsion rivojlanish vazirligi, 
O`zbekiston Respublikasi sog`liqni saqlash vazirligi, O`zbekiston Respublikasi 
tadqiqot.uz. markazi, Buxoro davlat universitetining Pedagogika instituti bilan 
hamkorlikda “Soha lingvistikasi: tilshunoslik va tibbiyot integratsiyasining 
muammolari, yechimlari hamda istiqbollari” mavzusida xalqaro ilmiy-amaliy 
konferensiya o‘tkazdi. 

O‘zbek, rus, ingliz tillaridagi mazkur konferensiya materiallarida 
tilshunoslikda til, shaxs, jamiyat munosabatlari tadqiqi muammolari va innovatsion 
g`oyalar tizimini shakllantirish istiqbollari; o‘zbek tili tibbiyot leksikografiyasi va 
terminologiyasini rivojlantirish ijtimoiy zaruriyat; tibbiyot ta’limida 
lingvokulturologiya va psixolingvistikaning ahamiyati hamda dolzarbligi; tibbiy 
birliklarning lingvopoetik tadqiqi; amaliy filologiyani rivojlantirish kabi mavzular 
doirasida mulohaza yuritilgan. 
 

 Mas’ul muharrir                   filologiya fanlari doktori, 
                                                  professor Abuzalova M.Q. 
 
 Taqrizchilar                             filologiya fanlari nomzodi, 
                                                   dotsent Nazarova S.A. 
    
                                                   filologiya fanlari nomzodi, 
                                                   dotsent G‘aybullayeva N.I. 
 
                                                    tibbiyt fanlari doktori (PhD), 
                                                    dotsent Ixtiyarova G.A. 
 
To‘plovchi va nashrga            
tayyorlovchi                            pedagogika fanlari nomzodi, 
                                                   professor Yuldasheva D.N. 
 

 

Mazkur to`plamga kiritilgan maqolalar va tezislarning mazmuni, statistik 
ma’lumotlar hamda bildirilgan fikr hamda  mulohazalarga mualliflarning o`zlari 

mas’uldirlar. 
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The problems of research on methods of foreign filology teaching with 

innovative approach 
                                                              Kobilova F.T.*  

10.5281/zenodo.5685811 
        The independent work of students of all forms and types of educational 
activity. The purpose of independent work: expanding the scientific outlook, 
mastering methods of theoretical research, development of students independence 
of thinking.  Student and graduater of a higher educational institution should not 
only acquire knowledge on the subject of the program, master the skills and 
abilities of using this knowledge, methods of research work, but also be able to 
independently aquire new scientific knowledge. 
        Many students independently read additional literature in a foreign language 
The survey we conducted showed that, in general, the chairmen read books for 
additional readings, magazine and newspaper articles. But all of these students 
noted that they read sporadically, from time to time. Only a few read 
systematically and purposefully.  
         One of the main reasons for this is lack of motivation. Most of the students 
relate to reading as learning classroom task. For most of them, reading in a foreign 
language has lost its main meaning: obtaining information, broadening horizons, 
raising the cultural level. Interest in reading falls and students in their free time 
from classes are interested in telegram information from internet other reason is 
closely related to the first and consists in the fact that when reading a foreign 
language text, students are faced with difficulties they do not know the meaning of 
many words, they often have to communicate with the dictionary that they enjoy 
reading tiresome boring. In addition, many students, especially weak and partly 
average students tend to understand the meaning of every word, not being able to 
separate the main word from the secondary, which has no semantic meaning load.  
            There are other difficulties associated with finding literature to read. 
Students note it’s difficult: to find interesting reading materials, pick them out in 
the mass of literature in foreign language parents great difficulty for students.  
         There is, however, another side to the problem. While reading in a foreign 
language to the first, second year does not cause positive emotions in the majority 
of students, nevertheless, they realize the importance of this type of speech activity 
and would like to learn how to read well in foreign language. Here now the 
students argue this desire: “I want to read fiction in a foreign language”. I would 
like to read newspapers and magazines in a foreign language in order to better 
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know what is happening abroad I am interested in pedagogy (modern psychology, 
etc.),” It’ll be useful”. 
              Undoubtedly, the certain reading material is provided by a book for 
reading in a foreign language. Including in the Modle and Hemis platforms, 
including teaching materials on the subject of a foreign language. But it will not 
solve all the problems. First, the initiative in reading a book comes from the 
teacher, reading acquires mandatory. This element of coercion negatively affects 
students’ attitudes towards reading. 
            Secondly, students note that not all texts are interesting to them. It is 
natural, so as it is practically impossible to compose a book to read that would suit 
everyone’s taste. It is difficult for students to navigate the book, to choose the text 
they are interested in. An important factor there are also musical difficulties that 
make it difficult to understand, the reading process does not bring feeling of 
satisfaction to teach students to read independently in a foreign language. We see 
two directions to solve this problem. 
       To form the motivation of the given type of speech activity, to instill an 
interest in reading, to teach students to overcome language difficulties in reading, 
to extract information from the text. 
       The formed motivation for reading in a foreign language is closely related to 
the activity itself. At the heart of motivation for reading lies in the students’ 
awareness of usefulness and necessity, and thing of satisfaction, which the process 
of reading itself or obtaining the purpose of reading.  If the student gets satisfaction 
from the reading, the reading process is successful, its turn will increase the 
motivation for reading, since there is a tendency to switch all motivational attitudes 
towards the most successful activities. Motivation for reading has an impact on the 
activities of students. Feedback also exists. In the process of personality formation, 
there is another mechanism change in motivation under the influence of gradual or 
a rapid change in the sphere and conditions activities. An important factor here is 
the activities that first goes beyond existing needs, interests and then forms new 
needs, interests and thereby changes the motivation. In other words, at first student 
may not have a certain need, stable interest in reading in a foreign language, but he 
reads doe to some circumstances. Then in the process of reading more stable 
motives appear that are adequate in relation to this activity: interest in reading 
process, the need for reading, the desire to obtain information. This process allows 
the shift motive on purpose. Thus the more actively the student is involved in 
reading in a foreign language, the more he needs to read. In this case it is very 
important that the student reads looking for the interesting materials available in 
language, by reading which students could fulfill their need for reading and getting 
the necessary information. Skillfully selected and well-processed interesting texts 
will contribute to the development of students’ interest in the type of speech 
activity represented in a certain system, they can be included in a book of reading 
according to interest. 
     These texts should correspond to the age interests of students, reflect 
interdisciplinary communication. It is advisable to equip them an apparatus that 
helps students to navigate themselves in texts from a point of semantic side of what 
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is being read, as well as a commentary that partially removes language difficulties 
and making it easier to understand when reading on your own. 
   The age characteristics of students are widely covered in the methodological 
literature. It is noted that senior students give more preference to literature that 
everyone reads. The book becomes for them a means of knowing life, people. The 
survey showed how the interests of the students were distributed: scientific and 
fiction literature, adventure and military topics; books that tell about the life of 
peers, about education; works on the theme of love, animal life, sports, etc. The 
students, as a rule, gives preference to one or another subject of the university 
cycle, reads additional literature on subjects. Reading texts should be selected so 
that each student could find in books for reading, materials of interest. It would be 
to combine the texts into thematic sections. 
      For the student to be able to navigate the section, it is advisable to give a 
summary at the beginning of each text. The resume form can be different: 
- In a few sentences the main content of the text will be shortly summarized. 
- In an abbreviated version of the beginning of the story in the native language 

will be given. 
- With the help of a few sentences, the situation is described, the reader will be 

taken up to date. 
-  One or two sentences from the text reflecting the main idea of the story, or the 

most important episode. 
- The main idea of the text will be given in a few sentences. 
     Text can be compiled. It is desirable that they include the element of fun. 
Reading and doing assignments should certainly bring students a sense of 
satisfaction. 
     Assignment for text will help students to better comprehend the reading 
highlight the main thing in the content, understand the main idea, will stimulate 
mental activity. 
    Tasks can be given at the beginning of the text, in the middle or at the end. 
    The second task is important – teaching students to overcome language 
difficulties in self-reading in English. 
    It is no secret that we almost do not teach the techniques for reading to 
ourselves, introductory reading, to which we often use our native language to 
extract the necessary information. During introductory reading full accurate 
understanding is required. The level of understanding may vary (from  70 to 
100%, including all basic information). It is necessary to teach students to 
highlight “semantic terms” in the texts, words and group of words that include: 
 - Main content: 
- To classify information as important or secondary; 
- To understand the general logical outline of the presentation; 
- To establish semantic relationships between parts of the text; 
- To combine isolated facts into a semantic whole; 
- To develop the skills of probabilistic forecasting, etc. 
Equally important is the task of teaching students viewing reading in a foreign 
language, so that they can navigate the flow of foreign language literature, choose 
those articles, books that correspond to their interests. 
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   It seems to us that the task of teaching various types of reading in a foreign 
language should be solved in unity with teaching types of reading in their native 
language and can become the subject of a separate research. 
   Great help can be provided by the apparatus for removing lexical and 
grammatical difficulties. 
     In existing books for reading, the word, regardless of its repetition, is 
emphasized in the text and is given with translation after the text once, when it is 
first encountered. But hardly a student remember this word for the first time and, 
having met through several pages, will recognize and remember the meaning. 
After all  of sequences with the word could pass more than one week. Naturally, 
the student will refer to the dictionary. 
      Thus, the student cannot negative new words in terms of their repeatability. In 
this text or section and, accordingly, cannot determine which words should be 
memorized as they will often be found on subsequent reading. 
     In addition, in existing reading book, all new words are represented in the same 
way. In the text there are words whose meaning cannot be guessed and words, the 
meaning of which is determined by analogy with the words of the native language 
or through analyses word- forming elements. 
     The unfamiliar word (and derivatives from it), which is often found in a given 
text or section. We suggest adding it to the glossary, with translation and 
transcription before the text. A word that only means once. We also recommend 
putting it in the it the glossary. 
    Each word (and all its derivatives) of the first group should be analyzed from 
the point of view its repeatability in this text (in a thematic section). We consider 
it inappropriate to take into account the repetition of vocabulary in all books for 
reading, as students will select only separate sections for self-reading. 
   We do not recommend adding the words of the second group (the meaning of 
which is easy to add) to the list new words and comment. Words, the meaning of 
which will be defined with some difficulty, it is advisable to give with translation 
and transcription at the end of the text into the glossary. 
   When presenting a new vocabulary at the beginning and end of the text, it is 
necessary to include its repetition ( by the number in brackets) within the text and 
the entire section. Students’ will be able to play more attention most often 
occurring word. 
    When creating an apparatus that makes it easier to understand the content while 
reading independently into account the fact that not all words and sentences in the 
text carry an equal informative load, not understanding the meaning of several 
sentences, and this, however, does not interfere with understanding the content as 
a whole, retrieving the necessary information. Sometimes the misinterpretation of 
just one word or one phrase can lead to the fact that further reading becomes 
meaningless, when self-reading there is no one correct these mistakes, it would be 
advisable to highlight in the text (possibly in italics)  semantic terms containing 
basic information. When reading, students concentrate their attention.  
    This is especially helpful for medium and weak learner, for whom independent 
reading in foreign language presents difficulty. 
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    Conclusion. So, we looked at several aspects of independent work and we hope 
that such a system of texts, from which the student can choose the section of 
interest to him an apparatus to facilitate understanding of reading will help to 
some extent solve the problem of reading independently in a foreign language. 

Literatures: 
 1. Grechukhnia T.I.  Merenkov A.V. Independent work of students: types, forms, 
assessment criteria. Ekaterinburg Publishing of the University. 2016. Since 16. 
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scientists.  2010. №8 188-190 

4. Юлдашева Д. Профессиональные фразеология (Professional Phraseology). 
International conference on academic studies in philology (BICOASP) 26-28 
September 2019 Bandırma     

 
Linguotherapy as the method of treatment 

Raximov Mubin Muradovich*  
10.5281/zenodo.5685840 

Abstract.This article is dedicated to the treatment of psychological disease 
by linguotherapy. By the way it was distinguished the role of words in order to 
influence to the psychology of patients. We also learned the linguodidactical aspect 
of poems by Avicenna. So with the help of new foreign language it is possible to 
form new, healthy reflexes, providing not only the mastering of a foreign language, 
but also improves the physiological indicators of the functioning of the body.  

Key words: linguotheropy, linguodidactical, hypnosis, psychology, spirit, 
treatment, neurological system 

Introduction.Scientists research many methods of treatment during the 
periods. In many cases, scientists of all over the world trie to overcome the 
beginning stages of disease. Therefore, why there are many patients with high 
blood pressure, heart disease and psychiatric illnesses nowadays? These isa huge 
unsolved problem that should invented by specialists of that sphere.Development 
of the technology, science and engineering makes a lot of fuss for the health 
whenever destroying neurological system of humanity.  

The history of formation of humans’ society helped to overcome many 
difficulties in any sphere, mostly it provided the stability of neuroses system.  Fear 
of natural disasters called them serious psychiatric unevenness. Language is the 
main source that helped to fight the fears according to prays (linguistic religious 
rites).  

As the first president of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov mentioned, spiritual 
healthy generation is the main power of society and it controlled the physical 
health. In another case, keeping of spiritual health is primary question of society. 
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